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Presidents Report (Juniors)  
By the time you read this article both of our under 14’s teams will have played their games on the 
Thursday night at the new Gungahlin Enclosed Oval. 

If you didn’t get the chance to get down to watch and support the Jets in action, it’s not too late. Our 
under 15’s will be playing there next Friday 23rd May so be sure to get along and watch. It would be great 
to have a huge crowd barracking for the Jets boys as they take on Marist. 

I managed to get around to a couple of games last weekend and it was great to see so many volunteers 
helping. Volunteers are the lifeblood of the Jets footy club and is what makes us the yardstick of AFL 
Canberra. The Jets provide a great matchday environment ensuring that we have a Ground Manager at 
Amaroo at all times and also ensuring that medical support is on hand for all teams playing.  

A junior footy game can’t go ahead unless the volunteer support is there. It is crucial that we have 
constant support to ensure that our kids get a game of footy. This is especially so when we get to the 
competitive age groups and need to provide a runner, water carriers, boundary ump, scorer, timekeeper 
and goal umpire to name a few. Most teams have good support in these areas. 

The junior committee is looking to run information sessions for each team where we will gather 
volunteers who would like to build their knowledge in these areas to assist their team in the future. The 
old adage of many hands make light work is true and if we have many people that are prepared to pitch 
in, it means that you don’t have to assist every week. You will find that you will volunteer less often than 
you might think.  

Please keep an eye out for an email from your team manager with details of when the information 
sessions will be run. What can be better than being an active part of your child’s sport and their 
development? 

The Junior Committee will also be presenting a Volunteer of the Month award during the season with 
recipients announced in Jetstream in the first week of the following month.  

All the best for your games this weekend. 

Scott Wallace – President (Juniors) 

 
 

 

 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

 

 

Jets Merchandise 
The Gungahlin Jets have an exciting range of merchandise available for players, supporters and families. 

Whether it is a polo shirt to wear to and from the game, an anorak and beanie to keep you warm on the 
sidelines there is a great selection to choose from. There are many items in stock ready for immediate 
delivery. Please complete the 2014 Merchandise Order form above for all purchases. Payment is required 
with your order.  

Order Form and Pictures: http://www.gungahlinjets.com.au/content/2014-jets-merchandise  

For enquiries please e-mail: merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au  

 

The Work You Don’t See 
On a beautiful Friday evening the Jets had 7 teams running around in the Auskick Pro Gala Day at Deakin.  
Not only is this a fantastic night for the kids, it is also a major fundraiser for the club as we have been 
running the canteen on the night for the past 4 years.  On Thursday and Friday Scott and Louisa Wallace 
spent what I estimate to be around 14 hours packing the trailer, buying supplies, setting up, cooking 
sausages, serving in the canteen and then packing it all up again.  Whilst they did have various helpers 
from time to time it was largely a 2 person show.  Their efforts raised a profit of over $1000 which will go 
straight into the trophy and photo fund (registration fees don’t come close to covering the expenses of 
running the club and the benefits provided to the kids).  I just thought you’d like to know just in case you 
thought a quick thankyou is warranted when your child receives their goodies on the presentation night.  
NB Scott then fronted up ready to umpire the 15’s on Saturday and then backed up again on Sunday 
morning to put 100+ Auskick Rookies through their paces (while Louisa personned the BBQ).  They have 
one child playing at the club in the Under 15’s. 

If you think you would like to help Scott and Louisa out sometime please let your Team Manager know. 

The Jetstream Hacker 

 

http://www.gungahlinjets.com.au/content/2014-jets-merchandise
mailto:merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au


 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

Umpiring Opportunities 
Have you ever thought about becoming an Umpire? 

This is a great way to earn some money while getting / keeping fit! 

AFL NSWACT are in need of some more umpires to cover all grades 
for season 2014. If you’re aged 13 and above and are interested, 
please contact: 

wallos34@gmail.com 

 No Experience Necessary 
 FREE coaching and mentoring 
 Earn $20 - $60 per game, each weekend April to September. 
 Must be 13 years of age. 
 Small start-up cost for Green Shirt kit - $44.00 
 Umpire a game before or after you play. 
 Develop confidence, leadership and decision making skills. 
 Field, Boundary and Goal umpiring opportunities available. 

Jets Ingenium Group Rising Stars Player 
of the Month - April 
The Jets Ingenium Group Rising Stars player of the month 
award is provided to the player that the support staff 
deems as the one that upholds and demonstrates the 
teams’ two key values of commitment and acceptance of 
responsibility  

The player must demonstrate commitment to not only the 
other team members, the support staff, but also to the 
Club in general.  He must also accept responsibility for 
meeting all requirements placed upon him and 
expectations of the team. 

The April 2014 award goes to Cameron Reddacliff.   

Since the commencement of training in December 2013, 
Cam has only missed two training sessions and on both of 
these occasions he has informed the coaching staff to 
advise on his situation.  He remains punctual for all 
training, activities and ensures that he has 100% 
commitment in all that he undertakes.   

He was an active participant in the Micalong training 
camp, and the Over water Obstacle Course at ADFA.  
When asked to commit time to a fund raising BBQ for just 
one hour, he ended up remaining for the entire period to 
help out.  In addition to his team commitment, he also 
attends all U/17’s games, boundary umpire for junior 
teams, and attends other team games in support of the 
Jets. 

His commitment and acceptance of the responsibility 
demonstrates the foundation that the Jets is built upon 
and bodes well for the future of the Club – well done 
Cam. 

 

mailto:wallos34@gmail.com


 

 

 

What a Jet! - Making State Hockey Team 
Jets Ingenium Group Rising Stars Matt Forman is more than just a handy footballer, he is also an excellent 
hockey player.  Matt made the ACT U18 Hockey Team last year and played in the National Championship 
in Newcastle.  He has taken his achievements to the next level by trialling and making the Territories U21 
team that will play in the National Championships in Sydney over the period 30 June to 10 July.     ACT 
always find it difficult given their size compared to the main hockey states of Vic; NSW; Qld and WA 
(sounds like AFL) but will be hoping to do well.  If Matt’s commitment and strength on the field for the Jets 
is anything to go by, he should be in for a great carnival. 

Talented players like Matt are supported by not only their families and Clubs like the Jets, but also 
employers.  Matt’s current employer, Dave Jackson from Simply Kitchens in Mitchell, is kindly allowing him 
leave from his apprenticeship to play in the competition.   

The Jets wishes Matt all the best in his endeavours. 

 

We of the Never Never 
Jeannie Gunn would not mind being paraphrased as the Rising Stars ventured west into unknown 
territory.  Well, known on the Map at least as Micalong Creek near Wee Jasper and frequently visited by 
Canberrans; but never let the facts get in the way of a good story - more about that later Corbo and Hazy! 
Ken's Killers or Tim's Tamers decided it was time to have some bonding away from the training track for a 
weekend of activities to test not only the boys physically but also mentally.  This component we knew 
would not be difficult so the activities were toned down a bit.  The lengths a coach will go to in order to 
relive their past is ridiculous.   

Rain, sleepless nights, stories by no camp fire, group activities, late night wake up calls, sleeping in a wet 
swag, swinging from rope, hard work and more food than a crew of a ship could eat.  No, we were not in 
the Navy but this was a quick summary of the activities that Ken had planned. He even provided a nice 
trailer ride around the area for the lads, but forgot to include a vehicle to tow it! 

Personalities moved to the fore as Corbo held court with many a short story - of no less than 15 minutes.  
Hazy actually spoke but it was commented that his sense of humour needed to improve.  And someone 
saw Mitch Green knock back a fourth helping of food.  



 

 

 

We of the Never Never – Continued 
After weighing in at the marshalling yards for the commencement of the Micalong Derby, to ensure all 
Mounts had correct weight, the lads headed off for a three hour walk in the park.  Who ever heard of 
scales out in the bush? When this intrepid reporter was informed of this information it was not initially 
believed, however, seventeen eye witnesses cannot be wrong.   

A great day was had by all and a sense of 'Survivor Micalong" kicked in as that afternoon the team built 
their own flagpole to protect from the curse of the Sleepwalker.  Day two saw fetlocks thrown and the 
Marshall reducing the starting line-up for the Annual Running of the Jetstream Sprint - a 2.4 kilometre 
time trial.  Thank goodness for the hot cooked breaky and swim on return. 

Reality struck as time had come to return from Fantasy Island and head home to a life of normal training.  
But one thing is for sure, the Club promised variety this year and we got it.  It was great to see the team 
bond together and get to know each other better as we move into a new season. 

The Quiet Assassin. 

 



 

 

 
Under 8 Black 
Round 1 Jets vs Bulldogs 

Thankfully the forecast rain held off – the players then only had to deal with the cold. And deal with it they 
did, with a cracker of a first match against the Bulldogs. One key point we were focussed on in this game 
was making sure when the opposition had the ball that each Jets player was marking an opposition player. 

New Jets Black player Ethan worked nicely in his zone with Krish and Ari. All 3 players continues working 
on their skills with some great handballs when kicking was not an option. Great work guys. 

Mitchell was standing tall in his first match for the year, and used his height to get first hands on the ball 
and took some great marks. Logan and Ryan used their speed to chase down a lot of the loose ball. 

Hayley chased tirelessly and keeps improving and getting more involved in the play. James and Elliot once 
again used their great kicking to find a teammate, and continued to share the ball well. 

A great team effort, and all warmed up for game 2. 

Round 2 Jets vs Eastlake Black 

After a few orange quarters and lollies, the team were primed for another game against Eastlake Black.  
With the kids comfortable in their groups of 3, we kept the same lineup.  The focus this game was straight 
kicking through the ball – not around the corner or over our shoulders. 

Hayley, James and Elliot were our engine room in the centre zone, all getting plenty of the ball and 
transitioning it from the back third to the forward line really well.  Hayley delivered a superb 5m handball 
to her team mate to catch the opposition off guard. 

Mitchell Ryan and Logan got a heap of the ball in the back third, where most of the play was for a half. 
With Logan concentrating on kicking straight resulting in kicking twice as far and much straighter. Ryan 
was solid as a rock down back taking a number of great marks. Mitchel again using his speed and height to 
great use – we just have to find a way to keep your hands warm... 

Ethan, Krish and Ari had limited opportunities down forward, but when the ball was down there, they 
chased and pressured the opposition really well. Once again they marked the opposition players when not 
in possession and made the most of their scoring opportunities. 

Lots of positives to come out of these 2 games and great sportsmanship shown by all players. Looking 
forward to the local derby against Jets Grey next week.  See you all at training @ 11:45 at Reid for training 
before the game. 

Darryl Tough - Coach 

 

Under 8 Grey 
The boys of the mighty U8’s Grey turned up to the gala night ready for two fun games of footy.  The first 
game was against Wildcats Maroon and the Grey’s were full of energy.  The first half saw Kaiden, Rod and 
Matthew repelling the Wildcat’s attacking raids and sending the ball into the centre where Edward, Rory 
and Sam L showed off some silky skills to hit their forwards on the lead.  Thomas, Sam H and Brady 
finished off the good work by kicking plenty of goals. 

With the half time boost of oranges, the Grey’s again came out full of running in the second half and 
showed some great team work.  The boys were using their handball skills to bring their team mates into 
the game.  Rory, Sam L and Edward were kicking goals from all angles, while Jasper, Rod and Matthew 
were running freely through the centre.  Brady, Kaiden, Sam H and Thomas were using great team work to 
clear the ball out of the danger zone.  The boys played very well, had fun and were looking forward to the 
second game. 



 

 

 

 

Under 8 Grey - Continued 

The second game of the night saw the Grey’s take on Lions Blue.  With the Lions having plenty of numbers, 
a few of their players pulled on the mighty Jets jumper to even up the numbers.  The Grey’s dominated 
from the opening bounce with Sam H, Thomas and Brady delivering the ball beautifully to Matthew, Rod 
and Jasper, who took plenty of marks and kicked goals at will.  To allow all that to happen, Edward, Rory, 
Sam L and Kaiden were rebounding every time the ball came into the Lions forward line. 

After a sugar hit from the half time lollies, the second half saw the Grey’s continue their great work.  Rod, 
Jasper and Matthew were combining well in defence, while Edward, Rory, Sam L and Kaiden were 
dominating through the centre.  Thomas, Brady and Sam H each kicked goals to finish off a great night of 
fun and footy for the boys.   

Adam Gladman - Coach 
 

 Under 9 Black 
Gala Round at Deakin 9 May 2014 

It's Gala Night under lights at Deakin where the most popular spot on the entire field is around the BBQ 
watching Vic turn sausages. 

Our double headers are in Game 1 vs Calwell Swans at 6.50 followed by Game 2 vs the Bulldogs at 
7.30pm.  Playing teams from the other side of the Lake or two Lakes away is always interesting and 
educational. 

The good news this week is we will have a full team of 12 with the addition of another player in Ashton 
Roles who is making a guest appearance to the Jets from English Premier League Club "Ashton Villa" 
during their off season.  As an incentive to try and convince Ashton that AFL is the way to go we allocate 
him No 53 - there's no way soccer can match that number. 

The warm up is good and enthusiastic with the boys enjoying the practice, apart from the left handed 
handball drill.   

1st game v Calwell Swans 

The Jets midfield were doing a good job defending the ball and preventing it going to the oppositions 
forward line. However, this meant that it was unfortunately very quiet for the backs.  Chris scored two early 
points for the Jets.  The Little guys Finn and Elliott were chasing the ball with great support from Shaun 
and Jacob.  All the boys were holding onto their marks which was good to see. Great pass from Shaun to 
Ethan in the forward line and Chris is doing his best to get the rookie (Ashton) an early kick.  Mission 
accomplished as Ashton gets his first kick for the Jets.  Zac M was showing good teamwork with Cameron 
who was sporting his new head gear - sponsored by Marvel Comics' The Thing .  A point to  Zac M.  

Our 2nd half begun with a good tap by Hayden and another tap to Zac W who cleverly tried to keep the 
ball in play with additional tapping. Oscar took a good mark in the midfield and kicked it with precision to 
brother Elliott in the forwards then to Jacob who was unfortunately tackled.  Luckily for the Jets the ever 
present Finn gladly accepts the crumbs and boots through a goal.  The boys are again chasing hard and 
enjoying that tackling.  Zac W was having a great impact in close and was dodging through traffic with 
ease but alas forgot to bounce the ball.    

 



 

 

 

 

Under 9 Black - Continued 

Good defence by the boys touching a ball on the line to stop a certain goal.  Some more points to Calwell 
but with great kickouts by Cameron and Ethan providing a copy book spoil we get the ball finally into our 
forwards. After some handy handpassing from Elliott to Finn back to Elliott, and kick to Shaun, its a mark 
and a great goal.  Finn is proving a handful for the opposition with his speed and uncanny ability to 
complete 3600 turns out of tackles.  The final highlight was Elliott's perfect but unexpected handpass to 
Jacob in the clear - oops Falcon of the Night.  

2nd game v Bulldogs 

It's certainly much colder for Game 2 and everyone is Blue.  Even though the lights are on maximum warp 
as Captain Kirk would say it's just too difficult for the umpire and coach alike to tell the difference between 
the Bulldogs and the Jets at ground level.  I decide in the middle of the 1st half with play continuing that 
the Jets Black should go from Blue to White with the old inside out jumper trick to confuse everybody.  It 
certainly confused the Jets players.  In hindsight I should have used my rotations off the bench and subbed 
in all of the mothers one by one to re-dress the kids - it was amusing but unfortunately didn't help our 
goal scoring. 

The Bulldogs were off the leash with good hand passing and fast kicking to teammates.  Hayden was 
tackling well. Jets had to defend a lot against a good Bulldogs team.  Some great saves on the line.  Zac W 
was everywhere running enthusiastically in all thirds of the field.  The Jets managed a point and a goal 
from Hayden courtesy of a good short kick by Zac W.  Hudson was doing his best at ground level with 
some good tackles.  A tough day at office in Game 2.  

Thanks to Laura and Zoe for goal umpiring and to Rod for being central umpire in Game 2. 

It's a day game this week against Magpies White at Reid Oval.  Here's hoping that the positive temperature 
can foster great harmonies in our teamwork and singing. 

Awards            

Awards:           Zac W, Zac M, and Cameron T 

Falcon of the Week:   Jacob R 

Fairest and best team player: Ethan W 

Player Drills for the week 

Practice makes perfect, drop punts and more drop punts - in that order. 

PS 

Hopefully the Number 53 does the trick and Ashton obtains his permanent residency to stay a Black for 
2014. 

Alan Harrison Aimee Kable – Coach and Manager 

 

 

 
 



 

 

 

Under 9 White 
Gala Night! What a great night of footy - injuries, tears, blood, tantrums, controversy – and that was in the 
car on the way to the ground. 

Each week the boys learn something new about Aussie Rules – this week they learnt not to take a TTB 
(team toilet break) one minute before the game – because the siren sounds and you miss the bounce! So 
after a hard seven minute first half, the boys were right to go. 

At the half time break I asked the boys, “What’s the most important thing in the game?!” – The boys 
responded, “Goals!”, “Oranges!”, “Minecraft!”, “Good oral hygiene!” – all good answers, but I was hoping for 
“Getting to the ball first… and having fun!” Captain Riley was listening. He was first to the ball and had a 
heap of fun. His running game and strength in defence saved a number of goals and he scored his first 
goal for the season with a cracking snap shot. 

Rule changes and TTBs made the first game against Eastlake a bit of a mess. The second game against the 
Wildcats was a much better contest and both teams played well. 

Charlie was a ball magnet and took a number of good marks. He won the argument with his opponent 
about his ‘footy gloves’ – a fashion statement that Charlie is standing-by! 

The tackle rule was brought back in the second game much to the delight of the Jets. Markus showed his 
skilful ability to off-load under pressure. Jett played a great support role and the two showed good 
teamwork on a number of occasions. Markus also kicked a top goal from a well-earned free kick and belted 
a 20 metre ‘torp’ into the centre of the park.  

 



 

 

Under 9 White – Continued 

Githure was first to the ball and showed his strength by breaking through a number of tackles. He was 
injured in two swinging tackles but bounced back in the true ‘Rosary/Jets’ way! 

Dean and Sean defended well and went hard at the ball in attack. Their efforts paid off with goals against 
the Wildcats. Jaiden used his speed to win the ball on the ground and kicked well in the forward and 
backline – we look forward to seeing how fast he goes in his new shorts this weekend.  

Lachlan and William played well in both games – they play with a great attitude and their skills are 
improving each week. Keep up the good work boys. 

Feeling the cold, Connor proved that it’s possible to play footy with his hands in his pockets – marking the 
ball was a bit of a challenge, but I reckon he’ll work it out by season’s end. 

Connor and Sean carried Lachlan off the field in a gesture suggesting he had kicked the winning grand 
final goal or reached 100 games – I like their enthusiasm and confidence. 

No more night games for a while – woohoo! Connor will lead us out against the mighty Ainslie Black – 
arrive early, it will be standing room only.  

Mark Godfrey – Coach 

 

Under 10 Blue 
The U10 Blues ventured to Holt oval to take on the mighty Magpies Blacks in what was the ‘festival of Jack’ 
as we celebrated the milestone achievement of 50 games for Jack Butt. The focus of this week for the team 
was ‘talk’...something kids aren’t often encouraged to do! But we said that the footy field is one place 
everyone can and should talk, and there are different ways to talk – by encouraging team mates and 
always being positive (linking to our previous focus of respect); by screaming out to let our team mates 
know we are in space; and by talking to our team mates to give them directions - like kicking it out to a 
player in space on the wing, or handballing before getting tackled, or picking up a loose player.  

The festival kicked off with Jack leading the team through a magnificent banner (expertly and stealthily 
constructed by his Dad, Simon) which all the team loved. Captain Jack won the toss for us and we got into 
the game. The team was clearly excited for Jack’s big day and came out of the blocks with all cylinders 
firing. The magpies had nowhere to go as Omar tackled them every time they had the ball in their hands. 
Will was reading the play magnificently and intercepting the long bombs the magpies were trying to use 
as the Jets squeezed their space. Jack was leading the way for us with talk, doing everything we had 
discussed before the game and landing himself and the team a couple of goals as a result. Dom, in his first 
game with the team for the year after helping out the Blacks the week before, was making and using space 
brilliantly. Jordi was outstanding, kicking to team mates in space and barking instructions like a terrier! 

After a quick break, a re-fuelling with fruit and the ‘secret weapon’, and a refresher on how we were going 
to use talk this week, the Jets headed back out for the second third. Matt R was continuing on with his 
efforts from last week, picking the ball up so cleanly every time it came near him that the opposition 
wanted to check his hands for glue! 



 

 

Under 10 Blue - Continued 

Calam continued to work hard offensively, creating great space when we had the ball, and defensively, 
tackling and pressuring the Magpies when we didn’t have the footy. Chloe and Penny combined with some 
magical skills and great team work to produce a magnificent goal, showing their team mates and the 
opposition that ‘girl power’ is a real asset for the Blues. James was putting his hours of kicking practice to 
good use, sending beautiful drop punts all over the place to team mates in space. 

After another break for a re-fuel (where the secret weapon again proved more popular than the fruit 
option...) the Jets got Edward back from being on loan to the Magpies, but lost James and Jordi who 
volunteered to go help the Magpies out. Edward was fired up to put in a big last third for big brother 
Jack’s big game and was a running, tackling and talking machine. Lyndon was doing a fantastic job, 
listening to instructions and directions well and doing everything he was asked to do. Matthew A kept up 
the encouraging talk he had been doing all day, and was also running all over the place to create space 
and help out his team mates. Roparti built on a fantastic two first thirds with a magnificent last third, 
taking great marks and displaying excellent skills to clear the ball time and time again. Ky, who had lead 
the charge for the Jets from the opening bounce,  finished off the game in brilliant style using team mates 
in space, never giving up in chasing the Magpies players, and covering so much of the oval we thought he 
had a twin out there! 

The Jets came off the ground and sang the song with great gusto, led by Captain Jack in the middle of the 
circle. After the rousing rendition, a very proud Jack received his well earned medal for 50 games. Award 
winners for the week were Matthew ‘sticky hands’ Rock (the Canberra Indoor Rock Climbing award), 
Lyndon ‘can do’ Johns (McDonalds Award) and Kyan ‘everywhere man’ Rankine (the AMF Bowling award). 

Mick George - Coach 

 



 

 

Under 11 Blue 

The Jets started strongly, dominating the center clearance through their big men in the middle Oscar and 
Tobias. The mid field supported well through Jacob and James enabling Jordan M to keep the score board 
ticking over.  

The second quarter saw the Magpies start to contest the ball becoming more dominant and physical at the 
breakdowns. James and Joel leading by example picked up the tempo to match their efforts allowing 
Brayden to score a couple of goals. However the Jets allowed the Magpies back into the game with a 
couple of late goals before half time. 

The third quarter started well with Tobias taking some outstanding marks, saving a couple certain goals 
and proving himself as an excellent defender for the Jets. Callum and Jacob supported well with some 
excellent blocking that allowed the left boot of Brado to score at ease. 

The fourth quarter was one not to miss, with only a couple of goals separating the team, the Jets started 
well with Oscar and Scotty clearing well from the center. James constantly disrupted the Magpies ball with 
some excellent tackles from behind. This pressure was maintained with a number of huge clearances by 
Zach allowing the Jets to bring the ball into scoring positions. 

Unfortunately we were unable to maintain this momentum with the Magpies getting away with the win in 
the last minute of the game. 

Awards: Callum, Jacob,Brayden 

Scott Robinson 

 



 

 

Under 11 Black 
There was a mass exodus from the northern suburbs as the U11 Black boys headed south over the great 
divide of Lake Burley Griffin to Kambah to take on the Tuggeranong Lions. It was a day of recognition for 
both teams as Josh celebrated along with Sebastian from from Lions, and the two boys tossed the coin 
before both teams lined up to send the 50 gamers onto the field. It was at this point that any 'friendship' 
ended as a tough battle was about to commence. 

Following a winning toss, Josh sent us to the city end with a slight breeze and immediately Harry cleared 
the ball to Tayus and onto Lachlan, Zach then back to Tayus for our first shot at goal, but distance was just 
a barrier.Our early attack was solid with Jett passing nicely to Harry, then Dom and Daniel got into the 
action fighting to gain scoring chances. James and Will continued their dominating defensive tackles to 
put the pressure on the Lions. In what was a tough 1st Q the Lions held a 1 point lead. 

Steve, who was coaching this week while Neil enjoyed some 'boon doggle' under the cover story of work, 
kept the positions the same and asked tat Daniel, Jett and Trent Pstay more towards the centre area to 
give something to kick to. Lachy smothered a Lions kick then recovered, got a high tackle while he and 
Cian fought for the ball and was awarded a free and scored our 1st goal from the set shot.  Sam, Cian and 
Daniel were again in action before Zach had a sht but a minor score.Will, Lachlan and Daniel added to 
some rushed points throughout the quarter as we managed 1 goal 5 points for the quarter to the Lions 
one goal. With the clock ticking, Lachy cleared the ball to Sam, who passed to Michael, who cleared, 
collected his own ball, lost it, then gathered it again before running out of time as the siren went. The boys 
had a solid and physical quarter and the umpires spoke to both teams about behind play knocks, bumps 
and aggression. Lion 1-1-7 to Jets 1-5-11. 

Third quarters win matches so this was a critical one for us. The Lions went into attack early and Alex L 
cleared to Alex W, then to Sam and Jett and Nick before Sean copped a 'sandwich' tackle from the Lions 
and was knocked down but showed great resilience and bravery. Soon the Lions managed to score a 
major, but not before another casualty in Nick occurred for us. Blake, Sean and Josh combined with great 
passages of marking and passing to try to get us into the scoring zone again, but the quarter was to 
remain scoreless for the Jets. Lions 2-2-14 to Jets 1-5-11. 



 

 

Under 11 Black - Continued 

Third quarters win matches so this was a critical one for us. The Lions went into attack early and Alex L 
cleared to Alex W, then to Sam and Jett and Nick before Sean copped a 'sandwich' tackle from the Lions 
and was knocked down but showed great resilience and bravery. Soon the Lions managed to score a 
major, but not before another casualty in Nick occurred for us. Blake, Sean and Josh combined with great 
passages of marking and passing to try to get us into the scoring zone again, but the quarter was to 
remain scoreless for the Jets. Lions 2-2-14 to Jets 1-5-11. 

The final quarter saw Blake and Dom combine to bring us into attack, then Michael, Will and Trent H added 
to solid defence as the turnover occurred. It was back and forth footy, with Josh marking, Trent H, Sam and 
Daniel all over the ball and finally we were rewarded with a goal from Lachy, his second. Alex L made 
another of his in, out, around and sideways runs but the ball was eventually turned over and Tuggeranong 
snuck a goal with minutes left and now had a 4 point lead. Tayus ran himself out of breath in efforts to 
gain possession and left the field towards the end, adding to our injury woes, then just as we were moving 
the ball down our wing to forward 50m mark the siren ran, and we just missed the 4 points....Final score 
Jets 2-5-17 to Lions 3-3-21. 

Awards went to Nick -Rock Climbing, Maccas- Michael and AMF-Harry. 

Tony Ozanne 

 

 

Under 12 Black 
Round 4 saw the Under 12 Black team venture to the lovely Lindwall Oval to take on Marist. The day had 
the prospect of a little drizzle but that didn’t stop the boys coming with plenty of enthusiasm.  

The game began with us taking 3 players from Marist until our reinforcements arrived and the game began 
at a furious pace, with the ball going from one end to the other without scores from either team. It was 
very encouraging that we went into the first break holding one of the top teams in the competition 
scoreless!  

 
 



 

 

Under 12 Blue 
We played a great game of football against the Weston Creek Wildcats.  We worked together as a team, 
moving the football efficiently from one end of the ground to the other, quickly and precisely.  We ran 
hard into space as an option for our team-mates.  We worked hard to get to the contest and be a handball 
option for our team-mates.  We kicked to our team-mates’ advantage and were rewarded for our efforts 
when the forwards kicked some great goals. 

We applied pressure on the opposition when they were in possession of the football.  We displayed great 
discipline to apply more pressure on the opposition even when they weren’t in possession.  We applied 
some great tackles causing turnovers in all parts of the ground. 

There is a great feeling in the team, the kids are all working together, everyone contributing on game day 
and at training.  We have established a system where the backs, midfield & forwards have established little 
teams within the team, they all set their own structure, tactics and goals for the game.  During the breaks 
in the game the little teams all review and discuss the game and what is happening in their own part of the 
field.  The kids have responded positively to this system and are working great as a little team within a 
team. 

Chris Klose - Coach 

 

Under 12 Black 
In the second quarter Marist were kicking with the wind and they made a few changes to their line up and 
game plan and unfortunately it worked and they went on a scoring spree early in the second term. I made 
a few positional changes and put a few extra bodies behind the ball to stop it from coming in so fast. To 
the boys credit they lifted their intensity and began to get on top and with the ball going into our forward 
line more often than the oppositions. It was a shame that the boys didn’t get the rewards they deserved 
and even with all of this effort we only managed to get one goal on the board. 

I urged the boys at half time to continue the effort they showed towards the end of the previous quarter 
and reiterated our team goals. They didn’t let me down, they came out with the same effort and took it up 
to Marist. For a majority of the second half the ball went from one end to the other with some fantastic 
team work from both teams. Our boys have dramatically improved their skills and on numerous occasions 
we went from one end of the field to the other, hitting targets by foot and running hard to receive 
handballs before kicking it to a team mate. 

Boys, I believe you played your best game of the season and the scoreboard doesn’t do the game justice. 
Marist are a very good team and on the day they displayed a little more polish and managed to convert on 
their opportunities. Hold your heads up, keep training hard and we will reap the benefits soon. 

Dale Saunders - Coach 
 



 

 

Under 12 Blue - Continued 

I have deliberately not mentioned individual players this week because it was such a great team 
performance.  The challenge the team now has is to play like this every week so I can just reprint the above 
match report.  Both scenarios would make me a very happy coach. 

Gungahlin Jets 9-8-62 beat Weston Creek Wildcats 1-1-7 

Goal kickers: James K-3, Jay-2, Mitchell E-1, Jedd-1, Matthew-1, Mitchell R-1. 

Best players: Blake, Oscar, Tate. 

This year we are very fortunate to have Terry as our team manager.  He is very experienced having 
performed this role for many years.  Basically the team manager manual that is handed out to all Jets 
teams is compiled from Terry’s experience in the role! 

Chris Klose - Coach 

 



 

 

Under 13 
Under 13s Match Report - 9 May 2014 Kingston Oval 

Eastlake hosted the Under 13 Jets at kingston Oval for our first night game under lights. The boys were 
fired up and busting for a game of footy with a patchy start to season 2014 for the Jets. 

Both teams started with plenty of fresh legs on the bench indicating that it was going to be a fast game. 
Our boys have been working hard on their fitness and it showed. 

Some of our new boys surprised with their potential for an exciting future whilst some of our seasoned 
campaigners showcased their talents.  Unfortunately it wasn’t enough with Eastlake storming home in the 
final term winning 46-27. 
Our manning-up and high penalty rate hurt us a lot this week.  So we must continue to work with Steve 
Wall (team umpire) to help us to reduce the number of infringements. 

The boys really took it up to last year’s minor premiers.  Playing teams like Eastlake help us to learn and 
improve our game. 

I am confidant that we are a competitive side again this year and I know it won’t be long before we are 
singing the Jets song loud and proud. 

Congratulations to this week’s award winners: Slade Londt, Matt McGrory, Dillon Elliot and Kial Huender 

Thanks to our parent helpers who are key to ensuring we get our boys on the field each week.  Thank you 
also to Steve Wall, our team umpire. 

Each week I see different boys showing a glimpse of something special that indicates that are ones to 
watch.   

 
 
Jaxon M 



 

 

Under 13 - Continued 

Each week I see different boys showing a glimpse of something special that indicates that are ones to 
watch.  This week the boys that are crouching tigers and hidden dragons to keep an eye on over coming 
weeks are: 

Jaxon M 

Connor B 

Dempsey 

Matt Larkin 

Jaxon and Connor have the ability to score a bag of goals, Dempsey can read the play well and may be key 
to some defensive strategies, whilst Matt Larkin is proving to be a strong player in a number of positions. 

Go Jets! 

Blaise O’Shaughnessy - Coach 

www.gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com 

www.gungahlinjets.com.au 

http://www.gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com/
https://gungahlinjetsafc.teamapp.com/


 

 

Under 14 Black 
This week we took on Marist College with the prior knowledge of the opposition naming 33 players on 
their team sheets against our 17, so we know straight away we were going to have our backs against the 
wall. The game was played at the backdrop of the beautiful Marist College oval which was in fantastic 
condition. 

Talking to the Marist Coach before the game provided fruitful with Marist providing us with 3 players for 
each quarter allowing us to have 18 on the field and 2 interchange players which was very sporting from 
Marist. 

The team went into the game with high spirits and a new kick-out plan itch ‘in to put it to work. The aim 
was to attack hard from the start and try to develop a lead from the first quarter and build on it knowing 
we would not have the legs in the last quarter to stage any comebacks against a bench of 15 players.  

We gave it everything but were outplayed by Marist who had bigger bodies right across the ground and 
were pushing forward at every opportunity. It soon became apparent we did not have the fire power to 
match the areal power of our opposition who looked 18 not 14. So the strategy was take it to the ground 
and fight it out. Our boys once again showed great fight and courage with Liam Bell, Jack Walker and 
Aiden Francis getting plenty of the ball and making good use of it. 

At half time we were about 4 – 5 goals down and the boys were starting to show signs of fatigue, but were 
in no mind of giving Marist an easy victory. We played hard and gutsy and gave as good as we got, and 
through some great passages of play from Brendan Potter, Angus Kinloch and Jamie Beasland this resulted 
in the team getting a few goals. Pressure in the backline applied by Jack Kennedy, Robert McKee and 
Aiden Vaivads resulted in Marist kicking a number of points. This certainly tested the boys kick out plan, 
but were able to adapt and execute it well. 

The 4th quarter was about not letting Marist run away with the game and not take a backward step with 
our relentless pressure. The boys rallied well and not only applied even greater pressure but outscored 
Marist as well. It was a pleasing display from the boys, worthy of a greater result, but we again cemented 
our side as being a side that won’t back down, won’t give up and will fight to the last minute. Well done 
boys you did your team and parents proud. 

Scores were Marist 11-15-81 def Jets Black 6-2 – 38. Best were Liam Bell, Jack Walker, Angus Kinloch, Aiden 
Francis and Robert McKee.  

Karl Vaivads - Coach 

  

 

 
Under 15 
Under 15 V Tuggeranong Hawks  

  

I know sometimes people not involved with the 15’s occasionally peruse this article to see what horrors I 
have perpetrated on the English language – no simile too strangled, no literary reference too obscure, no 
cliché left unturned; sorry folks you can pull the plug now, this is one for the cognoscenti. 

Last week we had our first game for the year at Amaroo and it is a credit to the club that, despite the rain, 
the lines were still marked, the Hangar canteen was warm and welcoming, the Match Day Manager clearly 
visible and SMA was waiting to cuddle and/or administer tough love.  Well done to all involved.   

For this week’s game we ventured south to Gordon. 

So how did we go?  Well, based on the comments at training on Monday perhaps the ‘brief’ pre-game 
anecdote about wartime Berlin may not have had the effect I was after.  The boys listened respectively as 
usual but perhaps this was a drawn out metaphor too far.  



 

 

Under 15 - Continued 
Despite that, the warmup was enthusiastic and we were cherry ripe for the game.  It was here things 
started to happen which maybe I hadn’t planned for – looks like another sleepless night next Friday 
coming up with some even more obscure scenarios to combat. 

Anyway, starting from the backline; as usual we were undersized and, as usual, Matt and Neon battled their 
hearts out on their bigger opponents whilst rebounding with aplomb.  Anything they didn’t defuse Nic 
mopped up and delivered to players further downfield with pin point passes.  Playing loose in defence 
Nick again kindly supplied his own ball and continuously ran off to link with the midfielders.  Across half 
back Brad and Snowy provided a brick wall as they ‘rested’ from their exertions in winning pretty well 
every ballup.  Losing these two for much of the 2nd half really hurt us, although Bredey almost won a ruck 
contest late in the game.  They were enthusiastically supported by the 2 mungo converts in Cyril and the 
Axeman who have added an extra dimension to this side with their attack on ball or man – they tend not 
to discriminate. 

With players falling by the wayside Mitch, Tommie and James were forced to run almost the entire game 
on the ball.  I don’t think people on the sideline realise how much work they do during the game – try 
running the Mothers Day classic but with the added task of tackling everyone you pass for 80 minutes.  To 
learn more about footy you could do worse than track the movement of one of them during a game. 

On the wings Forrest did what Forest does – he runs and runs and runs until his opponent crawls to the 
interchange begging for replacement.  On the other side Bredey enjoyed his time roaming the wide open 
spaces delivering picture perfect passes off that beautiful foot of his.  And wherever Laeken ended up he 
went in (really) hard, if not a little over-enthusiastically on occasions. 

Up front we started slowly and I had to challenge (criticise?) the boys to get them to play in front and to 
work harder to trap the ball up forward.  I didn’t have to ask twice with Hads throwing his body into every 
contest, Cam working overtime with 2nd, 3rd and 4th efforts (with a tasty little sideline in goals) and Josh 
and Conlan really putting their bodies on the line against bigger opponents whilst working hard to play to 
the new forward line structure.  Michael added a dash of the spectacular with big leaps and deft kicking.   

And then there was Rhino; in a game for the scrapbook he marked everything that came his way and made 
sure every possession counted (including the 2 sausage rolls) – dominating the Player’s Player voting in 
the process. 

Perhaps the performance of the older Jets was a bit disappointing totalling a dismal minus 4 DreamTeam 
points but we can work on that.  Andrew was certainly heavily involved and is perhaps only a week or so 
from picking up a possession.  

The quarters were shared 2 each but at the end of the day a different side to us was credited with a win. 

Due to incidents during the Match we are at least 3 players down for our next appointment at Amaroo.  
We are scrounging for a team at the moment but what I can assure you is that every player who fronts for 
the game will give their heart for themselves and their teammates.  Win, lose or draw they will also be the 
first to shake hands with their opponents and lead the cheer for the umpires because that’s the way we do 
things at the Jets. 

This is a great bunch of kids.  Memo to self: this week I must remember not to look into the sun during the 
awards – it makes my eyes water. 

NB Please insert your name for a thankyou if you helped out on the weekend – I didn’t name names 
because Saturday was all about the young men.   

Anthony ‘vic’ Victory - Coach 

 



 

 

Ingenium Group Under 17 
Round 4 action this weekend saw the High Flying Jets take on Ainslie on home turf at Amaroo. Damp 
underfoot and overcast overhead weren’t the exact conditions we were after. The Jets warmed up well and 
looked well drilled and ready to take on the tri-colours. 

Ainslie started strongly and had the Jets backs in the game quickly. The backs did a good job of making 
their opponents earn every kick, and repelled well.  Loobs and Zac BB linked up well out of half back to 
give the Jets opportunities in front of goal. Ainslie’s defence did well to drive the Jets forwards into the 
pockets and made life in front of goals difficult for our forward line. The score line at the first change was 
indicative of this as Ainslie had kicked four goals to the Jets four behinds.   

The second quarter of the game saw a re-doubled effort by the Jets new look half back line. Brock and Issy 
played a strong attacking brand of footy that provided the Jets forward line once again with plenty of 
footy.  In what is becoming a regular occurrence for the Jets, the ‘Twelvies’ (Fin and Will) linked up through 
the corridor and set up Fin for a great running goal.  

Liam Hunter, playing in a new position in the forwards was providing the Jets with a Travis Cloke-esque 
forward line target, and bagged a major score also. 

At the long break the Jets were in control around the ground, but were behind on the scoreboard due to 
pressure on our forwards. 

The third quarter saw Ainslie get on top of the Jets, despite some fantastic passages of play through the 
middle of the ground by the Jets. In his first hit out for 2014, John Hohnke was finding plenty of 
possessions at the stoppages, and having Kyle Morton always in best spot to move the footy on. Our 
wings, Jeremy Stevens and Brendan Hayes were busy linking up with our backline once again, and from a 
spectator’s point of view, it was a great game.  Ainslie were able to bag three more major scores in the 
third quarter, and looked to be in control. 

In the last break, our focus as a team was to play the game right out to the last siren.  The Jets once again 
saw plenty of the ball through the corridor but struggled to convert possessions onto the scoreboard.  The 
Jets were able to convert a last quarter goal through the boot of Michael “Lightning’ McQueen, however, 
the last quarter flow of the footy went with Ainslie.   

The positives from this game were definitely the Jets ability to play 4 full quarters of footy, and more 
particularly, to play hard, disciplined footy.   This was most noticeable by the 50m penalty count which was 
7 to 0 in favour of the Jets.  

Award winners for the Jets today: 

Best on Ground: Brock Johnson 

AMF Achievement award: Joe Looby 

Rock Climbing award: Issy Godfrey 

Coach’s Gatorade award: Zac Tilley. 

Tim Caesar  

 
 



 

 



 

 

 

 

Ingenium Group Rising Stars Under 18 
The Gungahlin Jets Ingenium Group Rising Stars had a solid victory, in what will be the Tuggeranong 
Hawks’ final game for the year. Although struggling for numbers, Tuggeranong was able to field a full team 
and put in a creditable performance. 

Weather was perfect and the fans and supporters who made the trek to the Hawks home ground were 
rewarded with four quarters of competitive football, deep in the south of Canberra. 

The Hawks had something to prove! They started strong, winning the first clearance and quickly moved the 
ball down the far wing. Jets responded well and were able to steal two quick goals capitalising on the 
strong five man forward structure. Brendan Corbett, Michael McQueen, Lachlan Foley-Guerin and Will 
Hambleton all combining well and scoring majors in the first term. The Jets had the upper-hand, but it was 
obviously going to be a lot tougher encounter than the last time that these two teams meet.  

Both teams came out firing in the second quarter and put on a real show for the sizable crowd. It was an 
arm wrestle - after eight minutes the scoreboard hadn’t moved.  The Jets enforcers - Lachlan Foley-Guerin, 
Tyler Hesketh and Jessie Cox all stood up to be countered and team rallied behind them. Then Jaidyn 
Storey scored twice and Kieran Whyte once to finish some clean passages of play from Will Hambleton and 
Michael McQueen. Highlight of the day was a Lachlan Foley-Guerin smother, gather the loose ball, and 
then laying off with a pin-point accurate kick. Solid defence from Josh McGarry and Matt Forman kept the 
Hawks scoreless. At half time, Jets had a commanding lead. 

In the third quarter Jets ran away with game. Tom Carmody lead from the front, Liam Hunter dominated 
the centre bounce and Lachlan Foley-Guerin continued to do it tough. Jets scored 6 goals 2 for the quarter, 
with Tyler Hesketh, Dakota Bobruk, Liam Hunter, Jaidyn Storey, Tom Carmody and Will Hambleton all 
registering majors.  

Hawks came out firing in the final quarter, but the Jets defence remained steadfast. Lachlan Hope took a 
great defensive mark in the Jets back pocket. Matt Foreman and Cameron Reddacliff bore the brunt of a 
sustained attack, holding the Hawks to one goal, seven points in the final term - Testament to the Jets 
defence. Luke Abbey scored and the jets got home 96 to 28.  

Best on ground were Lachlan Foley-Guerin, Liam Hunter, Jesse Cox, William Hambleton and Tyler Hesketh, 
with honourable mentions for Dakoda Bobruk, Matt Forman and Luke Abbey.  

Geoff Hunter 

 



 

 



 

 



 

 

Women (Jetettes) 
The weekend’s game saw us face Wagga’s Riverina Lions at Gungahlin Town Centre Oval. We went into the 
game with a strong side, confident while remaining realistic that we had a huge task ahead of us. 

Riverina as always started strong on the ball scoring early in the first quarter. The effort shown by each girl 
on the field ensured that Riverina earned every goal they scored on the day. As always, the Jets showed 
great team performance throughout the game and especially in the first half. The 2nd quarter saw the Jets 
kick their only goal of the game. 

By the third quarter the Jet’s interchange went from 4 to 1 losing key players through the middle of the 
field to injury. After a slow third quarter with player’s minds elsewhere, the girl’s 4th quarter effort still 
managed to appear. Every girl on the field still put in the effort required to put pressure on Riverina even 
though we had no fresh legs on the bench to move around the field and the score board was not in our 
favor. We managed to keep Riverina to the lowest win they have had this season. Overall the game was a 
hard one, big hits and impressive plays were shown throughout from both teams on the field.  

The girls should be happy with their efforts and look forward to facing Riverina again in August. Next 
weekend the women’s team will be facing Eastlake at Football Park, Phillip. I would encourage everyone to 
get down to the game and support the team as it is guaranteed to be a good one. 

As always, a final thank you to everyone that came out to support us and help with match day duties 
(assisting our coach Woodsy with managing duties, running messages and water, field set up, waving flags 
etc). Hope to see people down supporting us next week. 

Final Score-  Jets: 1.2.8 

  Riv: 6.9.45 

Jessica Dorman 

 

 

 



 

 

 

 

2014 Junior Game Day Awards 



 

 

 

 

 

 

 

www.gungahlinjets.com.au 

www.facebook.com/GungahlinJets 

Club Contacts 
GUNGAHLIN JETS BOARD OF DIRECTORS 
Chairperson - Joe Cortese joe.cortese@outlook.net.au ph 0428 175 228 

Secretary – Tamarah Knox 

Treasurer – Bill Osborne 

Senior Football Director – Rohan Wilson 

Junior Football Director – Scott Wallace 

Director – Michael Whyte 

Director – Chris Klose 

Director – Vince O’Donnell 

JETS SENIOR FOOTBALL COMMITTEE 
President – Rohan Wilson randm82@bigpond.com ph 0418 293 823 

Football Operations – Joe Cortese 

Secretary – Trent Pellow 

Registrar – Tim Lewis 

Treasurer – Greg Osborne 

Committee – Peter Kocmar 

Committee – Kate Gilbert 

JETS JUNIOR FOOTBALL COMMITTEE 
Juniors E-mail – juniors@gungahlinjets.com.au 

President – Scott Wallace ecallaw4@bigpond.net.au ph 0437 311 990 

Vice Pres / Football Operations – Michael Whyte michael.whyte@marsh.com ph 0410 278 113 

Registrar – Chris Klose clk@amalgamatedpropertygroup.com.au ph 0409 636 044 

Property, Website & Jetstream – Terry Evans evansfamily04@bigpond.com.au ph 0438 150508 

Fundraising Coordinator – Anita Downey adowney70@gmail.com 

Player Welfare – Tanya McKee – tanya_j_mckee@hotmail.com 

Budget Controller – Stephen Corbett Stephen.corbett@defence.gov.au  

Secretary – Aimee Kable aimee.kable@gmail.com  

Merchandise – Dale Saunders merchandise@gungahlinjets.com.au  

Players Representative – Kieren Whyte 

Auskick Pro Coodinator – Simon Butt simonbutt@bigpond.com 

Committee – Anthony Victory anthonyvictory@csiro.au  

Committee – Anthony Hambleton Anthony.hambo@hotmail.com  
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